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FORENSIC CLUBS SELECT QUESTION AND BEGIN WORK ON SPRING DEBATE

NEW SYSTEM OF JUDGING TO BE INSTITUTED THIS SEASON FOR BICLUB CONTEST

Quite definite arrangements for the For-Agora III debate, of former years a tri-club debate, but this time due to the Agora having been discontinued, a biclub is well under way. On account of there being but two contests this year, the constitution has changed to provide that when only two of the clubs are represented in the debate, the debate should be between them, a disinterested person presiding.

The plan of the debate is that the Forum negative will be the Agora affirmative; the Forum negative will meet the Forum affirmative; two debates, the debates to be in progress at the same time.

In one room there are to be three judges: the one jury. It is not yet decided in which room there will be four judges. This, together with a number of other details, will be worked out at a joint meeting of the contesting clubs.

The game is to consist of a certain number of rounds, the decision of four or more judges winning one leg of the cup. It takes three consecutive winning legs to carry the cup to the 30 permanent right to this cup. Last year the Illini won, the year before, the Forum was successful. Should the Illini win this time, one more cup will give them the right to the trophy.

A biclub debate was developed a few years ago. That armistice movement by United States in Haiti should cease this needs a verb. It is not mean to indicate the Dominican Republic simply, nor does it mean to exclude formal declaration of war.

The Illini team is: Bernice Myers, Van Hansen, Margaret Wood, Bill Wood. The substitutes are: Lucy Glessner, Margaret Armstrong, Donald Hill.

The sponsors of the clubs are: Illini Miss Jonah, Dr. Helt, Forum—Miss Barbare, Dr. Bayer, Arthur Trammel, being the member with talent seniority, is president.

Old Normal Quintet

Here Thursday Night

This week end the Maroons another two games are set. The first engagement with Old Normal on Thursday evening. Up until the last year of this normal school there 22 games have been taken and meeting we edged out, 28 to 27, and went on to win the tournament. Judging from this and the showing of the team has not yet chosen its' team.

The sponsorship of the clubs are: Illini—Miss Jonah, Dr. Helt, Forum—Miss Barbare, Dr. Bayer, Arthur Trammel, being the member with talent seniority, is president.

The date of the battle is set for Thursday evening, April 16, 1931; good work has been done this year, and a brilliant debate is expected.

FRESH GIVE CHAPEL PROGRAM FRIDAY

The A-through-k alphabetical section of the Freshman Class gave a varied and interesting program Friday evening. The program was acted as master of ceremonies, introducing Mr. Dean Goltz to open the program with the somewhat solemn introduction, reserved to really appreciate Mr. Goltz. He played several popular numbers:

The very talented Fanny Cren read a reading, "The Swimming Hole" in the Baptist Church as the judge. The reading was given, and the judge with whom the reading was given. Mr. Pope, who played the accompaniment, and Mr. Olup, who played the guitar, gave an old-time melody. The students seemed to quite enjoy the program. Some of the students said it could be heard reeling around the old chapel.

The remaining program was climaxd with a concert solo by Carl Gower, accompanied by Mrs. Mathis. The selection was an old song, "Heart and Flowers," from "Samson and Delilah." After which there was a pop (5) meeting, led by "Blate" Randall. How we need more PEP!!

WOMAN’S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION HOLDS INDOOR PICNIC

The Women’s Athletic Association held an indoor picnic in the girl’s gymnasium last Wednesday. A very popular dance was given, part of which was extemporaneous. What other W. A. W. are Accomplished? J. W. Geiger.

Past Achievements of Our W. A. W. A.-G. Dein.

Such numbers as: French horn solo—Miss Carpenter; Scarab dance—F. Peacock. The joys of an outdoor picnic at 17 degrees below zero. K. Logan.

The refreshments were served picnic fashion. There were sandwiches and potato salad, biscuits, fruits, and cakes—everything a picnic should have, but ants. A large time was had by all—just, personally, we did miss the ants.

UNIVERSITY HIGH HAS SPECIAL CHAPEL

A special chapel service is held by the High School, every Thursday in the Socratic Hall. Thursday last this group of students who have been arranged by a committee composed of certain students and faculty members, was called for a "special service" for the benefit of a very few students. This was done, and the group was asked to come to the Socratic Hall to be joined by five hundred students who were seated in the Socratic Hall. The group was then dismissed and a chapel service was conducted. The purpose of the special chapel service was to help the depart students and to bring them together in a real entertainment.

MACMEREED BEATS MACMEN IN FINAL MINUTES OF HARD FUGHT BATTLE

WEEK’S GAMES AND SCORES OF INTRA-MURAL TOURNEY

Monday, January 27

Practise T., 12; 810 S. N. A.

Group 2 Frosh, 8; Frat, 12

Group 3 Frosh, 10; Dunbar, 11

House of A., 5; E. Esoc, 6

F. Lawyers, 5; Frosh, 2

Frosh, 4, 21; S. Colleges

Thursday, January 30

Group 4 Frosh, 22; Soph, 5

Road Hops, 4; Forum, 4

Frat, 12; Group 1 Frosh, 11

Dunbar, 24; Group 2 Frosh

House of A., 18; S. E., 11

S. Colleges, 19; Frosh, 5, 22

Freshman 4, 22; Sophomores, 4

FAILURE OF BOTH QUINTETS TO SHOW MAKES WEEKS OUTCOME A DUBIOUS

The Maroons were pulled out of the Saturday night game by one point by the Macmurray Bears in a rough, hard fought contest. It was one of those heart-breaking games that are decided by one point in the last few seconds of the game. The Maroons had fought an uphill battle all through the game. Coming in at the half trailing by three points they tied the score at 17. Sensational play gave the Maroons a lead which they held until Chadwick, Macmurray forward, tied the score at 22-22 with a field goal. Hubbell, with one of his wonderful one-handed loops for the basket, and a free throw, put the Macmurray quintet three points in the lead. Wright sank a basket from behind the foul line, and Macmurray had the 25-22 lead decided to one point. That point was significant. Bob Heintz's effort to tie the score with a free throw did not bear fruit. Chadwick's next basket decided the game.

Four times in as many years Macmurray has defeated the Maroons in games similar to this one. Two points and overtime affairs mark the play when these two teams meet on the local floor. Wilson was unable to play the whole game because of sickness. Chadwick netted his first kill of the first half. White is still out of the lineup because of the flu and his presence is being felt by the Maroons. Hubbell, the giant center of the Presbyterians, was the high man of the Southwestern game. Hubbell was a one-handed shot, he sank six field goals, and a free throw was accredited to him. Scott was next in scoring honors, with nine points. Scott played one of the best games this year. He was willing to mix with the Bearcats and he was fouled six times. The game was rought from this aspect, two of Macmurray's men were taken out because of personal. Wright dropped in three baskets from a new distance that gave the crowd an added thrill.

(Continued on Page Six.)

MRS. T. B. F. SMITH DIED

THURSDAY MORNING

Mrs. T. B. F. Smith, formerly Miss Jeanne Johnson, died at the Holden hospital Thursday morning following an operation for appendicitis.

Mrs. Smith graduated from S. I. U. and was an active member of the Zetetic Literary Society. She will be remembered by her friends as an accomplished musician. Mrs. Smith appeared on the Zetetic program for the last time in the Holden hospital Tuesday evening, January 15, 1936. For many years she has been an outstanding leader in the Women's organizations in Carbondale, Illinois.

The funeral was held at the Presbyterian church Saturday at 1 p.m.
**Echoes and Re-echoes**
**From Our Campus**

Ralph Arnold (coming from an hour of strenuous parallel work): I know one thing, when I finish this physical it's going to best Gene Tunney to a frazzle!

If the Lord had been a student in the Southern Illinois Normal University he would have made the night twice as long as the days so that a man could study some and still get enough sleep.

"Dog," Oxford wants to know the church Pope Pius XI belongs to.

Thoughts of a freshman while waiting in an outer office to see Mr. Shrekrick.

What shall I ask him? I mustn't say "were" for "was." Oh, I know, I'll do it all wrong. And if I do, I'm melted, that's all. Melted?

"No, dear!" That doesn't sound right. Literature. He taught for thirty-nine years the head of the English department. Melted? Oh, here he comes, I believe. Melted? Well, I know I'm in the wrong church anyhow.

The Zeeta are still wondering what has happened to their gavel.

One of Mr. Warren's ambitious students in English Measurements class, in response to a long felt need, has devised a test by which a woman of any age, race, or color, can determine scientifically whether she is in love.

This test is very accurate, having a reliability score of 99.43 per cent. It is expected that this test will have an unprecedented sale. Doubting maidens are urged to investigate. (It won't hurt much. Very confidential.)

We understand that Andy McArtby has taken up prize fighting as a side line.

Vivian Springer has lost her opera book. If anyone finds it, Vivian asks that the person keep it a week or two until she gets caught up with her sleep.

Esther Goodall was seen over on the "East side" this week end—supposedly absorbing short story genre.

Freshman (being whispered to in chapel): "Haven't you boys been exposed for whispering in chapel?

Princess Maria says: "What 'th back dye think this is? And say, who's 'th bright brown with the loud cravat?"

The Baptist young people who hold mid-day prayer meeting having Oliver Henry Tuesday at the evening hour.

A certain senior was seen in the lower hall trying to give away lunches to fresh, but they all kept a safe distance away. Surely this senior is rather well known and none too favorably.

Orrville Alexander seems to have exclusive right to throw books, briefer, and all superlative material into the waste basket this week. Just wait. Just wait, Miss Alexander.

Orrville (to Miss Shank): I guess I've got into the wrong room.

Orrville (seeing that he had said something not altogether fitting): Oh, that is—or, I don't mean—but she had left.

We hereby propose a bill, Gabriel, that all committee men be given an extra rocking chair in heaven. As it stands, we hesitate to say that any extra gridiron be placed in Hades for those who refused to serve on the committees.

"Open the window." said Porky Hall, "Open 'er wide! I want to throw out my chest."

Miss Baldwin, What did you say notice means?

June Willis: I don't know.

Miss Baldwin, That's right.

Gladys Glab was kidnapped by two masked men in a Dodge sedan and taken to Cairo where she was put into a houseboat on the Kaskaskia river and allowed to float with three armed guards who—if, let's see—-which she managed to overpower and escape from. This daring dame turned, captured the entire company, and jail ed her. She is now back in school and her grades are still improving.


"Nep. Thanks." "Well, so long." "So long."

Conversation a la Elsie Dinmore: "It's a beautiful morning, don't you think so, papa?"

"Oh yes, very beautiful, Roswell."

"And everything seems so happy, don't you think so, papa?"

"Yes, indeed, I do, dear."

"Even the goldfish in the aquarium seem to be enjoying themselves, don't you think so, papa?"

"Yes, indeed I do, dear. It is really a very pleasant morning."

First Collierian (singing): Du-dess-sus-ump-hump!

Response: That reminds me I meant to buy a gun today.

Pauline: Oh, look at the poor old man all bent with rheumatism.

Paul: Rheumatism, my eye! It's jack coming back from a ride in a rumble seat.

---

**THE EGYPTIAN**

**WE SERVE DINNER**

**FROM ELEVEN 'TILL ONE**

$5.00 MEAL TICKET NOW $4.50

Fountain Drinks

**UNIVERSITY CAFE**

**WEST OF CAMPUS**

**Batson's Barber Shop**

**The Students' Shop**

**LOCATED**

In Carbondale National Bank Building

**BERRY'S GROCERY**

601 West College Street

Phone 286-281

**YELLOW HOOD CAB CO.**

Day and Night Service

Rent a Car—Drive Yourself

Bus for Special Service Phone 68

**SPONSER SERVICE STATION**

Red Crown Gasoline, Polarine, Quaker State and Mobile Oils—Telephone No. 224

3. S. Cor. Ill. Ave. & Walnut St., Carbondale, Ill.

**CHICKEN DINNER**

At Grace Church, two blocks east and two north of Campus

**ONLY 25 CENTS**

On Wednesdays—11:15 to 1 P.M.

**VISIT THE O. K. BARBER SHOP**

**AND LOOK YOUR BEST—A TRIAL IS CONVINCING**

Next door to Prince Cleaners

Fred Harell, Prop.

**CARBONDALE CANDY KITCHEN**

February 14

**SPECIAL OF ALL KINDS OF ASSORTMENTS**

Satin Valentine Boxes

**PARKER'S CAFE**

The Best Place to Eat After all

100 EAST JACKSON STREET, CARBONDALE

**SETTLEMOIR SHOE HOSPITAL**

ONE DOOR WEST OF DANIELS' GROCERY

203 West Walnut Street

PHONE 562-X

**SPONSER SERVICE STATION**

Red Crown Gasoline, Polarine, Quaker State and Mobile Oils—Telephone No. 224

3. S. Cor. Ill. Ave. & Walnut St., Carbondale, Ill.

**STUDENTS**

May we call your attention to a nice line of Lock Diaries in our north window, and a nice selection of Star Dollar Books in our south window. Please look them over. They would make nice presents.

**COLLEGE BOOK STORE**
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THE CHAPEL ANNOUNCEMENTS

One of the goals of our college's Chapel announcements is to make interested members of the faculty. Lately we have heard much discussion of this practice. Some argue that announcements are not made in the larger schools and that we should do more to make ourselves known. We believe, however, that the present method has its advantages. It enables the students to become better acquainted with the various faculty members. The only other way to handle the problem of announcements is to post them on a bulletin board. To be sure, not to miss an important announcement, every student should have a bulletin board at the desk every day. Wouldn't that take about as much time as to look for the announcements in chapel? Most of the students would find that more important at the moment; and when they wanted to see a student, they would have to get out and run them down.

Last week the entire responsibility for the publication of the Egyptian rested upon the editor-in-chief and the results were not of proportion to the class. A few members of the regular staff are freshmen, but most of the persons concerned have had little or no experience in editing a college paper, a fact which makes their success all the more phenomenal. There are two things that are absolutely necessary to make a good paper—worth-while material and a readable style. In both of these, the editorial staff have done an excellent job. There was one major consideration, that of showing the unusual opportunity for freshmen here and consequently the importance of campus affairs. This was proved to the entire satisfaction of the most critical. The style of the paper was exceedingly literary and a compliment to our rhetoric teachers. The freshman staff was talented—and the least, and it was with a great deal of satisfaction that the regular staff viewed the freshman product because we realize that after we have graduated, the school paper will be in capable hands for the next few years.

TRAITIONS

To become a controlling and far-reaching influence in the lives of students, a college must have traditions. The term, tradition, has been defined as practices or customs transmitted without written memorials. This is but a mere oversimplification. A tradition is a phenomenon that groups come to believe in or to apparently believe in. It is an intrinsic part of every student's experience, a factor as valuable and fruitful as the hours he spends at his work in the classroom. Schools find the expression of tradition in freshmen initiation, the junior prom, the annual sophomore-fresh pole scrap, enforced freshman cap rules, the May festival, or similar gatherings.

Our school is sadly lacking in tradition. Our alumni when searching for a fond memory of their Alma Mater must resort to the presence of prosaic algebra or chemistry laboratory. Surely nothing of pride and love can result from such ruminations.

It is a defense against contemporary criticism, as a justification for our claim to academic virtue, we must establish traditions. The efforts of the freshmen students alone when directed by their accustomed enthusiasm will make great strides toward the realization of this commendable innovation. Only the cooperation of the entire college will insure the institution of a new regime, a regime of traditions.
Freshmen Group IV and Road Hogs Still Lead in Tournament

The Road Hogs and the Freshmen Group IV are showing a close pair of heels to the other twelve teams in the intramural basketball tournament being played by the athletic department. Neither of these two teams have been defeated, and they have been turning back opposing teams with surprising regularity. These teams are scheduled to play for the championship of the race Tuesday, February 19, in what will be the final game for the tournament. Another game which holds the attention of the fans is the game between the Freshman Group II and the 810 S. Normal aggregation. Neither team has won a game and the fight for the color position has been heated.

The standing of the teams has not been changed much. The Fraternity jumped from the lower rungs of the ladder with two games in the last week. They defeated the Freshman Group I and II. The Dunhams are tied with the M. E. Deacons for third place after defeating the Freshmen Group III and Freshman Group IV and 810 S. Normal lost two games since the last report. Due to the Old Normal game being played Thursday instead of Friday as scheduled, the Thursday game was moved up to Tuesday and the Tuesday games were played Monday of this week.

Schedule
Senior College vs. Road Hogs.
Washburne vs. 810 S. Normal.
Fraternity vs. House of Andusia.
Forum vs. M. E. Deacons.
Freshman Groups IV vs. Sophomores.
Freshman Group II vs. Freshman Group IV.

UNIVERSITY HIGH WINS AT PINCKNEYVILLE

University High won its third successive basketball game last Friday night by beating Pinckneyville 32-20 at Pinckneyville. The victory gave U. High a 400 standing in the Central Egyptian Conference, with four wins and four losses.

Pinckneyville has a small, narrow floor which makes it difficult for a big shot to win, but the Junior Maroons had no trouble in turning the trick. Tomlinson and Springer, the big shots, with Rich and Thrall close on their heels. Green turned in his usual brilliant game at Teler, a promising sophomore, also broke into the scoring column. The score was 32 to 20.

J. V. Walker & Sons, Inc.,

AUSTIN'S CAFE

And Sandwich Shop

Extends a Special Invitation to Students, as we specialize in Sandwiches, Light Lunches and Good Coffee

Buy Our Meal Books and Save $1.00 on $10.00
They are $4.50 for $5.00 Book

Eat Your Next Meal With Us

208 South Illinois Avenue
Phone 87

C. C. CULLEY SHOE SHOP

FIRST DOOR EAST OF BARTHE ARTHESE

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
FRESHMEN GROUP
IV TEAM SO FAR IS UNBEATEN

INTEREST IN TOURNAMENT INCREASES. ROAD HOGS ARE IN LINE WITH FROSH

Five rounds of the intramural tournament have been played and the contests are getting more lively as the season nears. In the opener, Wright, Carthage, and non-defeated teams have simmered down to the Freshmen Group Four and the Road Hogs, who have each won four games and lost none. The Murphys, Dunbars, and Road Hogs are the teams of the week and the Junior team, after a first defeat at the hands of the Road Hogs Tuesday night, defeated the Dunbars turned back by the Freshmen Four after they had given the Sophomores their only defeat. The Dunbar-Freshman game was one of the best in the tourney. Both teams played cleanly and few fouls were called. In the Dunbar game both the Dunbars completely annihilated the Sophomores 12-3. The Sophomore back to the Senior line-up, 12-1 in a close game Thursday afternoon. The Road Hogs moved out the Rural Practice Tuesday evening, defeating the House of Andres lead the 11. 0 S. Normal 11-11 to hold on to a tie for third and tie. All the fans are waiting for the climax to the tournament when the Road Hogs play the Freshman Group Four team. As both teams are fighting for first place, and neither has but a single game to be played, a close contest may be expected.

The Freshman Group Four is made up of freshmen and the road tandem, Randell of Centralia, Osman of Carthage, and Edmonson and Schmolke of Mt. Vernon. Teague, Burkett, Howell, Shafer, Hendy, and Harris play on the Road Hogs team.

The following are the standings of the tournament, schedule for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, and the scores of last week's games:

Freshmen IV 4 0 1,000
Road Hogs 4 3 1,000
M. E. Deacons 3 1 500
Sophomores 3 1 500
Freshmen III 3 1 500
Dunbars 2 2 400
House of Andres 2 2 400
Rural Teachers 2 2 400
Sophomore I 1 334
Junior I 1 334
Rural Practice 1 3 256
11 S. Normal 3 3 222
Preps 3 3 222
Fraternities 4 4 0 400
Saturday, Jan. 30
Forum vs. Road Hogs
Teachers vs. House of Andres
Freshmen IV vs. Sophomores
Freshmen III vs. Senior College
Freshmen I vs. Fraternity
Freshmen VI vs. Dunbar
Freshmen II vs. Senior College
Freshmen III vs. Sophomores
Fraternity vs. Road Hogs
Forum vs. 11 S. Normal
Rural Practice vs. M. E. Deacons
Scores of Last Week's Games

NOTES ON SPORT

This being a Freshman edition of the paper, we are glad to mention the fact that the twenty-three letter men of the football squad for the past season, nine were freshmen, Ted Polley and Bob Hudgens, team captains; Marcellus Cromptly, Headline and Glenn (Abr) Martin of Fairfield, Dean Martin of Shawneetown, Albert Patton of Carthage, Elliott Roberts of Fairview, Clarence Stephens of New London, and Alfred Clark of Newton, are the members of the beginning class who received sweaters.

Carl Wright and Bob Hudgens are the only freshmen on the first ten men group of the basketball team and Scott has been starting as a regular guard in recent games and is fifth in the scoring honors for the year. Hudgens started the season as a regular forward but is being used as a substitute. Hudgens found difficulty in finding the basket, but in a recent game with McKenzie he broke his jinx with three field goals. Bob ought to come through before the season is over.

Coach Lingle looks over the pros and cons of the Freshman team with a bit of a smile of joy. There are several team men in the road tandem after a season of football and basketball should be in good shape. Just wait till the freshmen president starts high jumping.

With the intramural basketball season in full swing one wonders how all the freshmen can come from. The freshman class is represented by but one member of the team. The road tandem come from all over the campus and have a home game on hand. The team is walking for honors in high point scoring in the race for high point man of the season and at present White has a 600 point lead over the member of the road tandem. Hillier and Scott are far behind in the struggle, and a three point difference in their total score do not include Saturday's game with Shortrell College. The Staggs

White 48
Wilson 47
Hiller 46
Scott 40
Wright 37
Musical 37
Hudgens 7
Lins 6
Hall 5
CELEBRATION 1

Freshmen III 20; Fraternity 4; Road Hogs, 9; Teachers, Seniors College, 12; Sophomores, Dunbars, 9; Freshmen 15.

Freshmen Active in the Ag Club

One would judge from the local interest in the Ag Club that the farm problem is soon to find a happy solution. But every Thursday night all seedcatalogues, horticulture texts, and farm bulletins are cast aside and would-be farmers and farmers' wives gather in its club meeting. Like a happy family gathering in the kitchen of the old farm home to enjoy the cozy warmth of the battered kitchen range, the mingled odor of bacon and fresh cream; thus the college group crowds into its hall. Of course, the kitchen stove is missing, the delicious odor of bacon is lacking, there is no red checked cover on the turnover-table, but the same spirit is present. Friends greet each other happily and find comfortable seats awaiting.

The president's gavel falls and there is silence. The program is begun. As they proceed from topic to topic, much talent is displayed. Freshmen are very noticeably the leaders here.

The program concluded, the president rose to make an announcement, all eyes are turned in his direction. William Chestnut, a second-term freshman, is a splendid example of one whose leadership is easily adapted to entertaining the folks around the kitchen fire or presenting a meeting of college students, in fact Bill tells us of the days—way back when—he was president, uncle Abraham, and junior in his private Ag Club. Although he usually prefers to talk of the future of our club, he modestly admits that he was for four years a member of the Newton Ag Club and president of that organization in 26.

With the exception perhaps of the hired man, those who gathered around the kitchen fire back in the old farm home were the Joneses. Likewise most of those in the Club are of one family, the freshmen. We are especially proud of the fact that the active phase of the club has taken in campus life and the progressive plans it has for the future.

RUBY P. BRANTLEY

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR FRESHMEN HERE
(Continued from Page One)

FOOTBALL MOVES INTO THE ROOMS

The Bradly Tech, one of the best college papers in the Middle West, coming from Pooria, is issuing a special paper in honor of the recognition for the Credit of the College of Music at Bradley.

FOOT'S DRUG STORE

Fox's Drug Store

The Greatest Value Giving Store

HONOR & MERIT

RUBY P. BRANTLEY

FOOT'S DRUG STORE

The Greatest Value Giving Store

Specializing in Ladies' and Gents' Ready-to-Wear and Furnishings

RUBY P. BRANTLEY

THE H. & M. STORE

"Carbondale's"

Greatest Value Giving Store

SPECIALIZING IN LADIES' AND GENTS' READY-TO WEAR AND FURNISHINGS

The H. & M. Store

SPECIALIZING IN LADIES' AND GENTS' READY-TO WEAR AND FURNISHINGS

RUBY P. BRANTLEY